
ONLINE GROUP SUPPORT

DURING LOCKDOWN
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Opportunities  to

Connect  with  Others

An  Informal  & Open

Forum  for  Discussions

Use  the  ADA  Peer  Tool

Box  Sessions  

(ADAPT)

Sharing  of  experiential

learning  and  what  works

in  practice  for

individuals

ADA - Establishing &

Enabling  Connection in

Covid-19 Lockdown

This  year ,  ADA  faced  one  of  it 's  biggest

challenges  yet .   How  do  we  continue  to  meet

the  needs  of  those  accessing  our  services ,

whilst  in  the  face  of  a  global  pandemic?

Initially  to  reduce  risk ,  our  Recovery  Groups

were  suspended .   However ,  we  quickly

evolved ,  migrating  onto  new  online

platforms .   There  is  huge  value  to  those  in

Recovery  in  attending  groups ,  sharing

learning  and  maximising  opportunities  by

networking  with  others  in  a  similiar  position .   

APRIL  TO  JULY  2020

Through an opportunity of

shared learning, our clients

are able to make links with a

variety of other professionals,

organisations and peers.

There is access to 1-2-1

support and working together

to develop tools to increase

awareness and resilience. This,

in turn, provides learning

opportunities for self, friends,

family and wider community.    
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Daily Check in – a great way to start your day and

touch base with others in recovery.  Co-hosted by a

peer volunteer and ADA member of staff.

ADAPT – Alcohol & Drugs Action Peer Toolbox
(ADAPT) is an in-house recovery focused meeting co-

hosted by a peer volunteer and ADA member of staff. 

Meetings are open to all.  The aim of ADAPT is to equip

members with skills and self-empowering tools to allow

them to cope with any urges, thoughts, feelings and

behaviours that they may encounter during their

recovery.

All Recovery Meeting – is a ‘non-denominational’

meeting which embraces all pathways of recovery and

provides a safe and supportive space to connect and

share with others.   Universal recovery topics are

discussed to help members learn from each other’s

experience of recovery/change process.  For example,

topics for discussion include Acceptance, Gratitude,

Relationships and Boundaries.  

Family Support Group  – Support and advice for family

and friends of those with problematic substance use.

Opportunity to meet and share experiences with people

in similar situations.  Confidential discussion and

support on a weekly basis.

Our Online Recovery Groups
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Here, we briefly outline the online groups
available to those accessing ADA. During
Lockdown, Group support became and
remains available 7 days per week. 

Helpline 0333 344 8355

Email

adagroups@alcoholanddrugsa

ction.org.uk for more details

and Zoom meeting ID.

Daily Check In 
1000-1030 everyday

Mon to Fri -  Emma Barclay

Sat - Laura McAllister

Sun - Suzy Hunter

ADAPT
Tues 1100-1230 - Graham Elder

Wed 1700-1830 - Laura

McAllister

Sun 1400-1530 - Suzy Hunter

All Recovery Meeting
Gavin Wright

Mon - 1400-1500

Wed - 1500-1600

Fri - 1400-1500

Family Support Group
Every Wed 1930-2100 Sheri

fsg@alcoholanddrugsaction.org.

uk

Keep an eye on our social

media for any updates or

changes to service.

helpline@alcoholanddrugsaction.org.uk



ADAPT  is  the  Alcohol  & Drugs  Action

Peer  Toolbox .  The  aim  of  ADAPT  is  to

equip  members  with  skil ls  and  self-

empowering  tools  to  allow  them  to

cope  with  any  urges ,  thoughts ,

feelings  and  behaviours  that  they  may

encounter  during  their  recovery .

Confidential  discussion  can  help

everyone  in  their  recovery  from  a

variety  of  addictive  or  damaging

behaviour .

Launched  this  year ,  ADAPT  has  been

developed  by  our  skil led  Team  at

Alcohol  & Drugs  Action .   The  choice  of

name  soon  became  pertinent  in  having

to  ADAPT  during  lockdown .   Our  mode

of  delivery  of  the  group  immediately

changed  to  online .   There  are  several

weekly  groups  and  a  short ,  30  min

Daily  Check  In ,  keeping  those  in

attendance  accountable  and

connected  on  a  daily  basis .

 

We  want  you  to  take

charge  of  your

addictive  & damaging

behaviour  and  take

responsibil ity  of  the

personal  choices  you

have  made .   Knowing

that  you  are  able  to

choose  to  stop  those

same   behaviours  &

actions .

I f  you  are  new  to  the

group ,  you  will  be

welcomed  and  your

input  to  the  discussion

is  entirely  at  your  own

discretion  and  comfort

level .  I f  you  would

prefer  just  to  l isten ,

that  is  entirely

understood .   
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ADAPT - ADA Peer Toolbox
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All Recovery Meeting Learning

Outcomes

 Increased  awareness  of  universal

topics  such  as  Hope ,  Acceptance ,

Connection ,  Resil ience  and

Recovery  Capital

Better  understanding  of  change

being  a  process ,  not  an  event

Access  to  1-2-1  support  through

ADA

Development  of  Skil ls  & Self

Empowerment  Tools

Opportunity  to  connect  with

organisations  and  services  outwith

ADA

 Opportunity  to  establish  new

support  networks

Complimentary  to ,  and  can  run

along  side  other  modes  of  recovery

meeting

"The main aims were

to provide

reassurance through

continuity during

such an unsettling

time, creating

opportunities to

connect with others

who self-identify as

being in Recovery.  To

enable a platform to

share experiential

learning and develop

coping strategies and

tools in what is, and

continues to be an

extremely

challenging time for

us all"

Gavin  Wright
SENIOR  PRACTITIONER ,  ADA
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All Recovery Meeting
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Family Support Group

ADA 's  Family  Support  Group

provides  a  fr iendly  and  confidential

space  for  people  struggling  with  a

loved  one ’s  alcohol  and /  or  drug  use

to  share  experiences ,  and  explore

different  ways  of  coping .

 

An  individual 's  substance  use  can

have  devastating  affects  on  the

whole  family  as  much  as  the

individual .  It  can  be  heartbreaking ,

isolating  and  exhausting .   Family

members  are   often  torn  between

how  to  help  the  individual  and

managing  their  own  emotions  and

experiences  caused  by  the

addiction .

Our  Family  Support  Group  is  held

on  a  weekly  basis ,  with  a  mixture  of

both  structured  information

sessions  and  open  discussion .

" It  is  a  fr iendly

group  which  puts

people  at  ease .  

You ’re  made  to

feel  part  of  the

group  which

makes  it  easy  to

talk  about  our

issues" .
Group  Member

" I  am  able  to  say

things  that  I  can ’t

say  at  home ,  in

front  of  family" .
Group  Member
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Family Support Group
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An Example of Tools We Use

Alcohol & Drug Awareness
Coping Strategies
Managing Setbacks
Building Resilience
Knowing when I need support
and where to get it

Seeing myself as a
person with strengths
and resources
Not allowing others'
labels or judgement to
take control of my life

Knowing when and how
to voice my opinion
Being able to appreciate
someone else's
viewpoint and reach a
compromise

Gain New Skills
Giving back and sharing
my learning where it may
be of benefit for others'
recovery/change process

Having a sense that life can
get better, believing I can
manage my life and achieve
goals

Knowing what's
important to me
Awareness of my
motives and drivers

Filling my day with
routines I enjoy
Being part of a
community
Opportunity

What does it mean to
trust?
Non-judgemental Group
Discussions
Open mindedness and
Tolerance
Meaningful positive
relationships with others

The Recovery Wheel
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 Self Awareness
and Priorities



Case Study 'M'

M initially began the ADA journey with 1-2-1 support, but soon gained the confidence to attend

the (then) SMART Recovery meetings.  M also engaged with ADA's DART Self Recovery

Coaching Course (SQA Accredited) with great success.    Having moved away for Graduation

and gaining employment, M had to return to Aberdeen during lockdown.  During this

challenging time, M sought online support though ADA and began attending the All Recovery

Meetings 3 times a week.  M enjoyed these meetings immensely and found huge personal

value in sharing experiences with others

    

What kept M engaged with meetings?

M found the All Recovery Meeting (A.R.M) really enjoyable and engaging, stating they were

more personal and chatty in comparison to other recovery meetings M had attended.  M

appreciated the routine and regularity of attending,  M found it a “ safe, supportive outlet”. 

 Enjoying the balance between Topics Vs Guidance, M said it “helps to keep my recovery real

and relevant in my head”.  

 

What can I offer?

M said being able to share own experiences, whilst listening to others had resulted in being

able to focus on long term goals.   This has been hugely valuable and  would definitely

recommend this group to others.

 

A.R.M would be even better if – 

M liked the structure of the meetings and the range of topics covered.  The fact that the other

group members are not all muted made M “feel more trusted and included to be part of the

group”.  M spoke honestly about his experience at other Recovery groups and really enjoyed

the inclusive nature of A.R.M, knowing anyone could attend regardless of their previous

recovery meeting experience.  M liked having the flexibility of being able to attend both 

simultaneously. 

“Even if lockdown hadn’t happened, I still would have made contact

with ADA when back in Aberdeen. ADA was always a friendly and

safe place to be”.

'M', A.R.M Attendee. Aberdeen 

Case Study and Testimonial
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ADA's All Recovery Meeting
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DEMOGRAPHICS

Here we have the overall demographic of those in attendance of our Online

Groups from the beginning of April 2020 to mid July.  We've had some

fantastic engagement and feedback from both those attending the groups

and the staff who are facilitating these groups. 
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    I've loved the online

groups and wish I joined

sooner, if I'm honest.  It's

great to hear the similarities

of others and have a great

understanding of how I'm

feeling.  Have also met a

lovely bunch of people too. 

 If it wasn't for the Zoom

meetings, I know I would've

relapsed several times by

now, but the team keep me

strong and positive too

      The support offered through the

groups has been amazing.  I love the

groups and through them, I have ended

up getting my own 1-2-1 worker.  The

meetings keep me accountable and

realising my own triggers and values and

that I am not alone.  I no longer bottle

things up until I'm ready to burst and I 

 can freely speak about what's going on in

my life without judgement and the

support is amazing.  I keep coming back

as I want to and as I'm in recovery and

learning new stuff about myself everyday

and can now recognise when there is an

issue and I do not want that existence of

the person I once was.   Everyone is so

supportive and encouraging, and I'd

advise anyone to try them out a few times

as they have really helped me.  I feel

stronger each day and thanks to ADA as I

don't know what I would've done at the

time. Amazing Support!

     Well

worth

attending
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FEEDBACK FROM OUR ATTENDEES
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  I've gained so much more

confidence since starting the

online meetings
Current ADAPT member

A.R.M attendee

Don't just take our word on how brilliant our groups

are, we asked our attendees their views on our

Online Groups, and this is what they had to say...

ADAPT attendee

A.R.M attendee


